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Electron energy-loss near-edge shape as a probe to investigate the stabilization
of yttria-stabilized zirconia
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The electron energy-loss near-edge structure~ELNES! at the OK edge has been studied in yttria-stabilized
zirconia ~YSZ!. The electronic structure of YSZ for compositions between 3 and 15 mol % Y2O3 has been
computed using a pseudopotential-based technique to calculate the local relaxations near the O vacancies. The
results showed phase transition from the tetragonal to cubic YSZ at 10 mol % of Y2O3, reproducing experi-
mental observations. Using the relaxed defect geometry, calculation of the ELNES was carried out using the
full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital method. The results show very good agreement with the experimental O
K-edge signal, demonstrating the power of using ELNES to probe the stabilization mechanism in doped metal
oxides.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investigation of concentration-temperature phase d
grams can significantly improve the understanding of
factors controlling material properties. Yttria-stabilized z
conia~YSZ!, formed by the addition of Y2O3 to ZrO2, is one
such material with numerous commercial applications.1 Pure
ZrO2 exhibits three well-defined polymorphs: the low
temperature monoclinic~m! phase, the tetragonal~t! phase
between 1170 and 2370 °C, and the high-temperature c
~c! phase, which exists up to the melting point of 2680 °
Y2O3 has a large solid solubility range in ZrO2 and hence
can be used to stabilize thet phase of YSZ,
(Y2O3)x(ZrO2)12x , over the composition range 0.02,x
,0.09 and thec phase with 0.04,x,0.4.

Purec-ZrO2 has the fluorite structure with each metal io
in regular eightfold-coordinated sites having all of the Zr
bonds of equal length. In thet phase, the Zr41 ions are lo-
cated in distorted eightfold coordination environments wh
in m-ZrO2 , Zr41 is found in sevenfold coordination. In YSZ
the trivalent dopant cations Y31 substitute for some of the
Zr41 ions and, in order to maintain charge neutrality assu
ing formal ionic charges, one O vacancy (h) must be cre-
ated for each pair of dopant cations. The presence ofh ’s
reduces the average cation coordination number to a v
between 7 and 8 depending on the dopant concentra
Thus,c- and t-YSZ contain relaxed defects such as theh ’s
and Y-substituted atoms. These defects make the local ato
enviroments of the stabilized crystals rather different fro
the corresponding stoichiometric phases. The Oh ’s may
have a considerable influence on the mechanism of disor
ing and therefore on the YSZ phase diagram.

To date, no full quantitative description of the stabiliz
tion mechanism of YSZ has been reported. Extended x
absorption fine structure~EXAFS! results, which allow the
individual coordination polyhedra to be probed, are som
what contradictory. Some investigations have suggested
0163-1829/2002/65~22!/224109~9!/$20.00 65 2241
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a Y ion is nearest-neighbor~NN! to the vacancy2 while other
investigations have suggested that Y occupies next-nea
neighbor ~NNN! cation sites.3 These inconsistencies ar
partly due to experiments being performed on samples w
different dopant concentrations, leading to different displa
ments of the regular fluorite lattice sites near to the Oh.
Recent x-ray and neutron diffraction experiments report t
at low (x,0.15) concentrations of Y2O3 there are regions
;15–20 Å in size which contain~i! isolated Oh and ~ii !
h ’s arranged in pairs on the NN anion sites in the@111#
fluorite direction, with the cation site located between the
occupied by a Zr41 ion.4 The isolatedh ’s, whose number
increases withx, cause thet distortions observed clearly a
x,0.09. Goff and co-workers4 suggested that another type
defect cluster formed as thex increases: theh pairs along
@111# pack together as in the Zr3Y4O12 structural motif.5

However, modeling such ordered structures is outside
scope of this paper.

Electron energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS! has developed
into a powerful technique for investigation of the electron
states of crystals, providing information about the unoc
pied density of states~DOS! via the energy-loss near-edg
structure~ELNES!. The ELNES data are both the site an
symmetry projected due to the localized nature of the co
level excitation process and, hence, can be compared dire
with the results of density functional theory calculation
ELNES is closely related to the x-ray absorption near-ed
structure~XANES! but has the advantage that the local co
position can be determined in inhomogeneous materials.
ELNES spectra of YSZ have been measured,6 demonstrating
the features of the experimental OK-edge shapes which de
pend on the crystal structures and the Y2O3 composition.7

The calculated and observed OK-edge shapes in pur
m-ZrO2 agree well. However, there is gradually worseni
agreement from thet to the c phase between the calculate
shapes of the puret- and c-ZrO2 structures and the exper
mental OK-edge ELNES from 3 and 10 mol % Y2O3-ZrO2,
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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respectively. This is attributed to the absence of defect
pure materials. Using a Zr2Y2O7 cell,7 which crudely models
33 mol % Y2O3, a satisfactory qualitative result for the
K-edge shape was obtained, indicating that the presenc
relaxed defects is essential in the ELNES calculations. Th
ELNES findings suggested that it would be worthwhile
carry out calculations using larger unit cells to model YS

II. EXPERIMENT

The YSZ samples were initially characterized using po
der x-ray diffraction~XRD! to check phase purity and b
analytical transmission electron microscopy to measure
grain size, Y/Zr composition ratio, and homogeneity. T
Y/Zr ratio was determined by energy dispersive x-ray~EDX!
spectroscopy. The ELNES investigations were carried
using a 100-kV VG HB5 dedicated scanning transmiss
electron microscope~STEM! with post-specimen lenses an
equipped with a GATAN 666 parallel electron energy-lo
spectrometry~PEELS! system. A convergence semiangle
11 mrad was used, giving a probe diameter of;1 nm and a
probe current of;0.2 nA. The collection semiangle use
was 12.5 mrad. A background of the formAE2r was re-
moved from the OK-edge spectra, the low loss spectrum w
used to deconvolute the plural scattering, and the spe
were then sharpened by deconvoluting the detector p
spread function.8 The PEELS spectra from a number grai
of material were checked for consistency and then summ
This consistency check ensures that the data used hav
been influenced by electron beam damage of the specim
The summation over a number of different grains means
the data are averaged over a range of orientations. At e
point from which PEELS data were recorded, EDX da
were also recorded to give the local Y/Zr ratio.

III. MODEL

The approach presented consists firstly of a relaxation
the (962y)-atom YSZ supercell in the presence ofy vacan-
cies followed by the calculation of the ELNES using t
relaxed atom positions. This (962y)-atom supercell has a
lattice parameter of 2a, wherea is the lattice parameter o
the conventional 12-atom fluorite cell. To relax the cells,
have used the plane-wave, pseudopotential-based free e
molecular dymanics~FEMD! technique.9 As we have
demonstrated,7 the FEMD and near full-potential linea
muffin-tin orbital ~NFP-LMTO! methods10 are in almost per-
fect agreement, reproducing the relative energetics of
three ZrO2 phases at 0 K. The structure generated by FEM
is in equilibrium with respect to the LMTO forces. The tot
and site- and Mulliken-projected DOS of YSZ after rela
ation are derived from the energy bands within NFP-LMT
method. With this large cell, it was not possible to calcul
the matrix element for each site or include the effects o
core hole because of the much increased computing
required. However, for this system, the Mulliken-project
DOS can be used to give a reasonable approximation of
ELNES.11 The excited atoms contributing to a particular io
ization edge have a range of environments after relaxat
22410
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Hence, the ELNES shape from each site must be aligne
take account of the binding energy appropriate to that
and then summed. In order to allow a direct comparison
the calculated ELNES shape with experiment, a broaden
mechanism has been applied to take into account the ini
and final-state lifetime broadening. The Lorentzian linewid
for the final states has theE2 form.7,12 The initial-state life-
time broadening is a Lorentzian with the linewidth tak
from atomic data.13 Finally the theoretical ELNES spectr
are convoluted with a Gaussian whose full width at h
maximum matches the instrumental resolution.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Isolated vacancy

An isolated vacancy in YSZ has been studied using
95-atom cubic supercell. The initial fractional coordinates
the metal atoms are those in the fluorite cell and two Y ato
are substituted for two Zr atoms. The initial fractional po
tions of the O atoms are either those in the cubic fluo
structure or those corresponding to the tetragonal distor
of the O atoms in thet structure. A single atom from the O
sublattice is removed. This corresponds to 3.2 mo
Y2O3-ZrO2. Fixing the unit cell volume at that of the theo
retical equilibrium volume ofc-ZrO2—namely, 131 Å3—we
make the static FEMD optimization, allowing the intern
coordinates of all atoms to be relaxed. The 3 mol
Y2O3-ZrO2 specimens characterized using powder XRD
dicate thet-type distortions of the O columns and, in add
tion, a c/a ratio of ;1.03 for the metal sublattice. The te
tragonal distortion of the metal sublattice has little effect
the relaxation process, as has been shown for pure ZrO2,14

while requiring a significant increase in computation tim
Thus we start with thet-distorted O sublattice, as int-ZrO2,
but assumec/a51 for metal sublattice. The total energ
after relaxation is compared to that starting from thec geom-
etry of O with the same Zr/Y configurations.

Figure 1 shows thec arrangement of atoms around th
vacant O site before structural relaxation. Figure 1, in
upper diagram, shows a fluorite unit cell of side of lengtha
with an oxygen anion at the origin. It has been divided in
eight octants. The four sevenfold-coordinated NN cations
the h occupy the centers of alternate octants to creat
tetrahedral arrangement around the vacant anion site.
NN anions to theh are located at the face centers of t
fluorite unit cell while the second nearest anions~NNN! are
positioned at the middle of each edge of the unit cell and
third nearest~NNNN! anions are at the corners of the un
cell. In order to illustrate the cation geometry it is useful
redraw figure as shown in the lower diagram of Fig. 1. In t
diagram, the octants have metal cations rather than oxy
anions at the corners and the O vacancy is at the body ce
of the central cube. The six NN anions to theh are located
at the body centers of the other octants in an octahedra
rangement. The four NN cations occupy half of the corn
of the central cube, forming a tetrahedral arrangem
around the vacancy. The 12 NNN cations occupy half of
24 outer corners of the octants.
9-2
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ELECTRON ENERGY-LOSS NEAR-EDGE SHAPE AS A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 224109
With the O atoms in thec geometry, Stapper an
co-workers15 have reported that the NNN rather than the N
sites are favored for Y. Figure 2 shows the total energies
range of relaxed and unrelaxed structures as a function o
nearest-neighbor shells in which the two Y atoms are plac
As will be seen below, the positions of Y atoms within
given shell have considerably less influence on the total
ergy. Panel~a! of Fig. 2 shows the unrelaxed structure wi
the O atoms in thec geometry. The configuration with the Y
atoms adjacent to theh @~NN,NN!# has the lowest energy
Panel~b! shows that relaxation reduces the total energy of
configurations by over 2 eV per 95-atom cell. It also sho
that the configuration with both Y atoms in the NNN sh
now has the lowest energy, as reported by Stapper
co-workers.15

Panel~c! shows the effect of starting relaxation with the
atoms in thet geometry. The total energies are reduced re
tive to the relaxedc configurations by;1 eV/cell and the
~NNN,NNN! Y pair remains the lowest-energy configuratio
Experimentally, 3 mol % Y2O3-ZrO2 can exist indefinitely in
the t form. However, we have not calculated them structure
with 3 mol % Y2O3 and so cannot say whether thet structure
is the stable form or only a metastable form.

These findings can be considered as a strong argume
support the evidence of Goffet al.4 that, at low Y2O3 con-
centrations, the NN metal sites are occupied by Zr rat
than Y. Placing Y in the NNN positions allows the coordin
tion of Zr atoms in the NN sites to theh to fall from 8 to 7.
This is similar to the arrangement in them phase. Y remains

FIG. 1. Unrelaxed arrangement of atoms in purec-ZrO2 in the
vicinity of the vacant O site. In the upper diagram, the vacancy i
the center of the unit cell. The oxygen anions around the vaca
occupy the corners of the eight octants. In the lower diagram o
the Zr cations are shown. The octants are the same size as i
upper diagram but the vacancy is at the center~rather than a corner!
of an octant. The NN cations~gray! form a tetrahedral arrangemen
around theh while the NNN cations~black! occupy 12 of the 24
corners of the outer octants.
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eightfold coordinated. If the vacancies associate with hos
ions, it may support a coordination-driven ordering model
stabilization in YSZ, which argues that increasing covalen
can lower the coordination of Zr. This result is in confli
with a simple electrostatic model in which the repulsion b
tween an anion vacancy and Y31 should be less than be
tween theh and Zr41. However, it can be seen that th
electrostatic-driven model works only when relaxation is fo
bidden.

Figure 1 shows there are 12 NNN cation sites on wh
the 10 Zr and 2 Y can be distributed. In Fig. 2, panels~d! and
~e! show the effect on the total energy as the relaxed sep
tion of the Y atoms in the NNN shell is varied froma/A2 to
aA5/2. The energy differences between the different Z
NNN configurations are only;1 meV/cation so that all are
likely to coexist in a material at room temperature. The e
ergy is expressed per cation in the cell because the numb
anions per cell varies with Y2O3 composition. The range o
energies involved can be used as an estimate of the un
tainty in the difference between thet→c configurations. The
difference between the minimum energies of the 95-at
supercell with thec configuration and that with thet configu-
ration, DEc2t, is 0.846 eV. Expressing the latter as a
equivalent temperature, this gives 317615 K/cation, which
gives an indication of the relative stability of the YSZt
phase. For the pure ZrO2 phases, the corresponding calcul
tions give a difference of 534 K/cation, i.e., almost twice
much. It must be noted that the most careful first-princip
calculations of the phase transition temperature, obtaine
such a way, are not always satisfactory. To get a better qu
titative agreement with experiment, the temperature dep
dence of the vibrational lattice energy must be included
the free energy caculation of each phase.16

FIG. 2. Unrelaxed and relaxed energies of the single-vacancc-
and t-YSZ structures are plotted vs positions of the two Y dopa
cations in the three upper panels,~a!, ~b!, and~c!. NN is the nearest-
neighbor cation shell to theh and so on.~NN,NNN! denotes the
NN and NNN Y pair. The lower panels~d! and ~e! present relax-
ation with Y NNN as a function of the Y-Y distance that illustrate
strong competition between all configurations.
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S. OSTANINet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 224109
Each Y atom brings its own local distortion field, which
screened by the NN anions. These relax outwards from
substituted Y atoms by an average distance of 0.1 Å al
directions which are close tô111&. This accommodates th
longer Y-O bond, which is 2.3 Å in Y2O3 compared to the
1.8 Å of the Zr-O bond in the fluorite structure of pure ZrO2.
This result is in agreement with theK-edge XAS findings of
Li and co-workers3 who conclude that the perturbation ne
to the Y defect is small, indicating that dopant cations do
take an active part in the YSZ stabilization. An isolatedh
introduces larger local deformations than the Y defect a
these decrease fairly slowly with distance from theh so that
a very large number of atoms are affected. The fo
sevenfold-coordinated Zr atoms NN to theh move outward
from the h by 0.18 Å along^111& directions~in the c cell
used!, in good agreement with previous calculations.15

Figure 3 shows the initialt distortion of the O sublattice
The cubic framework, divided into eight octants, is the sa
as that in Fig. 1. The unique direction is defined as@001#,
which is the vertical direction in the figure. Alternate co
umns of O are displaced up and down bydz050.06a. The Zr
NN atoms are not shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the effect of relaxation on the O atom
The six NN O atoms all move towards theh. The four NN
O atoms, close to the equatorial (xy) plane through the ori-
gin, all move upward reducing their initial value ofdz by
similar amounts and so remain approximately in an (xy)
plane. They also move toward theh in the xy plane. Note
that the lateral shifts are not found in puret-ZrO2 where only
thez displacements occur. The relaxed positions of these
NN O atoms are an average distance of 0.29 Å from
anion sites in fluorite ZrO2. The two apical O NN atoms
move in opposite directions along@001#. The upper one in
Fig. 4 reduces its initial value ofdz to close to zero, returning
to a position close to that in thec structure. The lower apica
NN O atom increases its value ofdz, becoming the atom
with the maximum displacement and also becoming m
closer to two of the Zr NN’s to theh. The details of the O

FIG. 3. Ideal positions of O atoms in thet-ZrO2 near the va-
cancy shown at the fluorite site. The O NN atoms to theh are
labeled.
22410
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shifts depend on the positioning of the Y atoms since the Y
bond length is greater than the Zr-O one. This increases
displacement of O atoms which are NN to Y atoms. Inde
for the displacements shown in Fig. 4, one Y atom is ad
cent to the lower apical NN O while the second Y is bond
to the equatorial O atom, labeled asx1 in Fig. 3.

Figure 5 shows how the distances from theh, defined
simply as an empty anion site in idealc-ZrO2, change on
relaxation in thec andt cases. In both cases, the NN O atom
end up closer to theh than the NN Zr atoms. The on

FIG. 4. The effect of relaxation on the O atom positions arou
the vacancy int-3.2 mol % YSZ. The vacancyh is at the center of
the figure. The atom positions in the ideal tetragonal structure
shown as3 while the positions in the relaxed structure are sho
as s. The solid lines show thex, y, and z components of the
changes in positions. All displacements from the ideal cubic fluo
sites have been doubled for clarity. The two Y atoms in the struc
are to the left of the bottom left octant and below the bottom rig
octant of the diagram.

FIG. 5. Distances from the O vacancy for neighboring atoms
the c- and t-3.2 mol % YSZ before and after relaxation.
9-4
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ELECTRON ENERGY-LOSS NEAR-EDGE SHAPE AS A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 224109
exception is in thet-configuration where the upper apical N
O atom is close to the position in the original fluorite stru
ture. The displacements in the (xy) plane decrease with dis
tance from theh. Within the cell, the average displaceme
in the z direction, dz , is only 60% of that in puret-ZrO2.
Thus, the result of the relaxation is that there are a la
number of nonequivalent O sites. However, since the
placements decrease with distance from theh, the environ-
ments in each subsequent shell of O atoms around thh
become more similar to that of the perfect structure.

The left panel of Fig. 6 shows the unoccupiedp-projected
DOS on the six NN O atoms to theh and their sum. Here
the zero of energy is the top of the valence band. The rig
hand panel shows the sum of the Op-projected DOS for
atoms in successive shells normalized per atom. The fo
and higher anion shells are incomplete because of the lim
size of the 95-atom cell, and only those atoms within the c
are summed. It is clear that there are severe modification
the p-projected DOS in the NN O shell but that these d
crease rapidly on moving to atoms in more distant she
The biggest change occurs in the lower apical O NN, mar
‘‘ z-down’’ in Fig. 3. This O is very close to two of the NN Z
atoms because of the effect of both theh and the adjacent Y
atom in the NNN cation shell. The upper apical O NN ato
has ap-projected DOS resembling that in the ideal fluor
structure. Three of the O NN atoms in the (xy) plane,
namely, x2, y1, and y2, have similarp-projected DOS,
while x1, which has a Y atom adjacent to it, is significan
different. In the NNN O shell, the four O atoms with adj
cent Y atoms also have noticeably differentp-projected DOS
compared to the eight that only have Zr neighbors. Howe
these differences are less marked.

Experimentally, EELS finds that the fundamental ba
gap is 4.2 eV int-YSZ.17 After relaxation, the mono-h
model of t-YSZ indicates a gap of 3.7 eV without any mid
gap states, in good agreement with the experiment. As sh

FIG. 6. The p-projected DOS of O in thet-3.2 mol %
ZrO2-Y2O3. DOS of each NN site to vacancy are plotted in the l
panel while their weighted sum together with the correspond
sums of each anion shell are shown in the right panel.
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in Fig. 6, the weighted sum of the Op-projected DOS reveals
two pronounced peaks above the top of the valence ba
Ev , at 4.5 eV and 8 eV, separated by the pseudogap, w
can be associated with theeg-t2g DOS splitting expected in a
simple ligand field model of the bonding in idealc-ZrO2.

In metal oxides where the pure phase is stable, e.g., Sn2,
CaO, and MgO, thermochemical reduction results in co
centers, which can be detected in the optical absorp
spectrum18 and by electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR!
measurements.19 Color centers can also be detected in UV-
x-ray-irradiated zirconia-based samples, in such materials
duced in a low-pressure O atmosphere and in cal
stabilized zirconia.20 The presence of theh ’s in YSZ might
suggest the formation of color centers in this material. D
calculations neglecting relaxation have been used to pre
the presence of color centers,21 as would our calculations
using unrelaxed structures. However, experimentally, 12
24 mol % YSZ show no photoactive signal by EPR~Ref. 20!
and Y2O3 is never used as a coloring agent in YSZ. Thus
color centers are not present in the real material. This is
agreement with our results for the relaxed structures, wh
the states in the gap present in the unrelaxed cell are
longer present.

B. Divacancy

A 94-atom cell models 6.7 mol % Y2O3-ZrO2. Placing the
four Y not closer than NNN shells to eachh and maintain-
ing the maximum number of Y atoms on the NNN shell at
several configurations have been relaxed. We investiga
vacancies aligned along four directions and the results in
top panel of Fig. 7 show that those along^111& have the
lowest energy. The middle panel shows that there are th
possible configurations alonĝ111& in the 94-atom cell.
Electrostatic considerations suggest thath ’s should repel.

t
g

FIG. 7. Relaxation in the di-h YSZ, with Y NNN to each va-
cancy. The energies are plotted vs theh-pair direction in the top
panel. The three possible chains of atoms along@111# are shown in
the middle panel. In the lower panel, a detailed optimization
shown for each atomic cluster with theh pair along@111#.
9-5
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S. OSTANINet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 224109
From this point of view, configuration II in the middle pan
of Fig. 7 should be energetically favorable as it has the la
est separation betweenh ’s and results in sevenfold
coordinated Zr ions. However, the bottom panel in Fig
shows that all three configurations have similar energie
thec case while, in thet case, configuration I has the lowe
energy by;0.2 eV/cell~80 K/cation!. The^112& results are
shown to demonstrate that it is a higher-energy configura
in the t case as well as in thec case. In the lowest-energ
configuration, the twoh ’s are along the fluorite@111# direc-
tion and are separated by a sixfold-coordinated Zr. T
h-cation repulsions acting on the sixfold-coordinated Zr
most compensate each other, resulting in this host ion
maining practically at the original fluorite site. In additio
there are six sevenfold-coordinated NN Zr atoms which re
outwards from the nearesth in a manner similar to the
monovacancy case. This result supports the interpretatio
the neutron data by Goffet al.4

The relaxed cluster of O atoms about the sixfo
coordinated Zr forms a distorted octahedron with Zr-O bo
lengths in the range 2.04–2.21 Å. The left panel of Fig
compares the bond lengths, normalized to the mean valu
this octahedron, to those in various forms of TiO2 and the
polyhedron around sevenfold-coordinated Zr inm-ZrO2. The
right panel of Fig. 8 compares the metal-O-metal bo
angles in these structures. It is clear that the bond len
distributions in the O polyhedron around sixfold-coordinat
Zr lie between those around Ti in anatase/rutile and broo
while the bond angle distribution is closest to that in broo
ite. ZrO2 exibits no regular crystal structure with sixfold co
ordination and density functional theory~DFT! calculations22

predict the energy of ZrO2 in the rutile structure to be highe
than in any of the observed ZrO2 phases. Because of th
small size of Zr41, the electrostatic arguments place ZrO2 on
the border between the eightfold-coordinated fluorite a
sixfold-coordinated rutile structures.22 The presence of the
larger Y atoms appears to shift this balance in favor of sev
fold and sixfold coordination environments for Zr that a

FIG. 8. BondM -O lengths andM -O-M angles (M5Zr,Ti) in
the sixfold-coordinated polyhedra of the relaxed 2h YSZ cell com-
pared to those observed in the various TiO2 structures as well as in
m-ZrO2.
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similar to the local environments observed in them-ZrO2
and brookite structures, respectively.

The h pair along^111& and the sixfold-coordinated NN
Zr may play a key role in the stabilization of YSZ. Bogicev
et al.23 have also reported that the sixfold-coordinated Zr a
pears in the most energetically favorable relaxed comp
tions of long-range-ordered Zr3Y4O12. They note that this
shows that the prevailingm-phase driving-force model fo
YSZ,24 which assumes that thec-phase stabilization arise
from the sevenfold coordination tendency for Zr as
m-ZrO2, may be not absolutely correct. The brookite-ty
Zr-O motif sometimes can appear in the low-energy confi
rations of the multivacancy YSZc cell at higher Y2O3 con-
centrations discussed below.

C. Multivacancy in YSZ

Unfortunately, the time-consuming lattice algeb
technique25 cannot be utilized to relax all configurations
multi-h YSZ. Several 3h and 4h complexes have bee
relaxed, allowing investigation of 10.4 and 14.3 mol
Y2O3-ZrO2, respectively. In each configuraton, the Y atom
have been distributed so that they are not closer than NNN
any h. However, this means that the number of Y in t
NNN shell can rise to 4. Forcing Y to remain on the NN
sites at 14.3 mol % Y2O3 concentration may not result in th
lowest-energy configuration.

In the tri-h cell, corresponding to 10.4 mol % YSZ, th
h ’s prefer to be distributed randomly although this mea
that h ’s can end up close together along^111& or ^112&.
However, the di-h along ^111& giving rise to a sixfold co-
ordination Zr atom is not energetically favorable in this ce
Panel~a! in Fig. 9 shows that the mean tetragonal distorti
^dz& in the lowest-energyt configuration decreases steadi
as the number ofh ’s increases. Panel~b! in Fig. 9 shows the

FIG. 9. Two upper panels~a! and~b! illustrate meant distortion
of the O sublattice and the difference in energy between thet andc
configurations, respectively. The relaxed energies of the 3h and
4h c-YSZ vs mean shortest distance between vacant O sites
shown in the lower panel~c!.
9-6
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difference in energy between the most stablec andt configu-
rations. The energy is given in kelvin per cation to give
indication of the relative stabilities of thec and t phases in
terms of thermal energy. In pure ZrO2 as well as in the
monovacancy and divacancy YSZ cells, thet configuration is
more stable, while for threeh ’s, thec configuration is mar-
ginally more stable. The changeover in stability is close
that observed experimentally.

Theh-h separation before relaxation can be chosen a
useful parameter in many-vacancy YSZ to categorize
energetics.23 In the ideal fluorite structure, the position o
each vacancy and the distance to any anotherh are well
defined. The shortesth-h distance for each empty fluorit
site in the cell and, as the result, an average shortest dist
between vacancies,^dh-h&, can be calculated. For exampl
Fig. 9 shows that the highest-energy configuration calcula
has a value of̂dh-h& equal to 0.5a. In this configuration, the
h ’s occupy half~4/8! of the NN anion sites to the same Z
forming two h-h pairs along^100& in different z planes.
Each vacancy has another one at a distance 0.5a, giving an
average of 0.5a. After relaxation, the positions of the vaca
cies can be changed due to broken symmetry but we bel
that the unrelaxed̂dh-h& is rather a good parameter to i
lustrate energetics of defect YSZ. In Fig. 9, panel~c! shows
the repulsion tendencies between theh ’s consistent with
both electrostatics and the Zr coordination lowering mod
Each total-energy curve in this panel is plotted with resp
to its lowest-energy configuration. In the 3h cell, the lowest
energy value corresponds to the cell with all vacant O s
separated bŷdh-h&5aA5/2 from each other in a way tha
creates only sevenfold-coordinated Zr.

D. Soft lattice vibrations

It is known that the main contribution to the structur
phase transition comes from particular vibrational mode26

The effective phonon potential can be defined in terms of
difference in total energy between the perfect and disto
lattices for various amplitudes of the atomic displaceme
corresponding to the symmetry of the phonon considere

In pure ZrO2, a zone-boundary soft phononX2
2 which

breaks thec symmetry of the O sublattice, displacing the
atoms toward their positions in thet phase, might be respon
sible for thec→t phase tranformation.14 Our calculation of
the X2

2-phonon frequency within the harmonic approxim
tion yields an imaginary frequency of 5.3 THz, which is ve
close to previous calculations.14,27 The imaginary frequency
simply indicates that thec-ZrO2 is unstable at low tempera
tures. If experimental data28 were available for this mode
then allowance for anharmonicity within a self-consiste
phonon approximation29 would give a quantitative criterion
to model the temperature dependence of the phonon
quency as well as the spectrum density. For doped ZrO2, no
microscopic mechanism for the phase transformation ini
tion has been proposed up to now. We believe that a theo
ical investigation of a vibration mode in YSZ which corr
sponds to theX2

2-phonon of purec-ZrO2 will be helpful in
understanding the role of of atomic vibrations in the pha
transitions of YSZ.
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Figure 10 displays the effective potentialU, defined as the
change in the total energy of the defective YSZ cell as
single O @panel ~a!# or all O atoms@panel ~b!# are moved
from their equilibrium positions by a fixed amount along t
z axis. These values ofU were calculated using the FEMD
method. At the different Y2O3 concentrations, the energ
curves as functions of the amplitude of the Ot displace-
ments,dz , in units of a, are shown after shifting to a com
mon zero energy atdz50. Figure 10~b! illustrates the devel-
opment of a double-well potential. TheU ’s were normalized
per cation, since a number of cations in the cells is u
changed while the numbers of anions change with Y2O3 con-
centration. For 10 mol % Y2O3, U has a single minimum a
dz50. With decreasing Y2O3 content, U develops two
minima; i.e., its form becomes similar to that of theX2

2

phonon in purec-ZrO2. The relative temperature units use
give an idea of the temperature required for thet→c transi-
tion.

A large excess heat capacityDCp has been observed30 in
YSZ at low and room temperatures for 7.8, 9.7, and 1
mol % Y2O3 compared to the heat capacity calculated fro
those of pure ZrO2 and Y2O3 by the additivity rule:DCp

5Cp
YSZ2@(12x)Cp

ZrO21xCp
Y2O3#. Such an anomaly migh

be a result of softening in lattice vibrations.DCp decreases
with increasing the dopant concentration,30 suggesting that
the softening mode vanishes gradually with increasing Y2O3
content. The lower panel of Fig. 10 shows that this eff
comes mainly from the softX2

2 phonon. However, in 11.4
mol % Y2O3, where the calculation shows that this soft ph
non has vanished,dCp is nonzero. This suggests the pos
bility of another kind of softening in lattice vibrations.

The upper panel of Fig. 10 showsU in the mono-h YSZ
c cell when an individual O atom is displaced while all oth
anions are fixed at their relaxed positions. Two O were d

FIG. 10. Single-well and double-well potentials inc-YSZ. The
top panel~a! shows the changes in total energy of the 1h YSZ as a
single very distant O to vacancy or NN lower O~markedz-down in
Fig. 3! are moved from their relaxed positions, demonstrating
soft vibrations of the latter atom. In the panel~b!, a decay of the
double-well potential inc-YSZ with Y2O3 doping shown asU vs
the t displacements of O for each concentration of Y2O3.
9-7
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placed in the mono-h c cell to illustrate the effect of~i! the
lower apical NN O to theh along@001# and~ii ! an O outside
the fifth anion shell toh. This may indicate a marked soft
ening of the vibration mode for the O NN atoms with respe
to the distant ones. Hence, there is a possible mechanis
softening in thec phase of YSZ which can give a sma
excess heat capacity. Certainly, the NN O atoms have hig
amplitudes of vibrations and this may have an effect on
ELNES shape.

E. ELNES

The calculated ELNES is shown in Fig. 11 and compa
to the experimental OK-edge data form-ZrO2 and for YSZ
with Y2O3contents in the range 3–10 mol %. The energy
the first peakp1 has been defined as zero, and the exp
mental and calculated shapes have been aligned and inte
matched at this energy. In the calculations, the weighted s
of O K-edge ELNES for all types of O sites has been ma
taking into account the theoretical core-level shifts. Taki
m-ZrO2 first, there is good agreement between the calcula
and experimental OK-edge shapes with peak positions up
10 eV. Beyond that, the calculation becomes less relia
Using the model of YSZ with relaxed defects, the agreem

FIG. 11. Experimental OK-edge ELNES for them-ZrO2 , t- ~3
and 5 mol % Y2O3-ZrO2), and 10 mol %c-Y2O3-ZrO2) compared
with corresponding calculations form-ZrO2 and defective YSZ.
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between experiment and theory for the depth and shap
the minimum between the first two low-energy peaksp1 and
p2 has been improved significantly compared to that us
pure ZrO2 structures.7 We have reported elsewhere6 that the
energy separation between peaksp1 and p2 in the experi-
mental OK-edge ELNES is essentially linearly dependent
dopant concentration. This behavior appears to be inde
dent of the crystalline phase of the material and is reflec
in the calculations. The energy separation between thep1
andp2 may prove to be a useful parameter for the charac
ization of zirconia ceramics on a nanometer scale. As
scribed in Sec. II, great care was taken to minimize the
fects of electron beam damage on the results discussed in
paper. In the case of high-spatial-resolution analysis it is p
sible that the high current density will result in the creati
of metal and oxygen vacancies through electron beam d
age processes and care is required to ensure that the obs
ELNES is not influenced by such processes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we report that features of the experimenta
K-edge ELNES shapes depend on the crystal structures
the Y2O3 composition and provide us with further informa
tion to improve our understanding of YSZ.Ab initio calcu-
lations were performed to obtain the OK-edge ELNES in the
relaxed YSZ. Good agreement between calculated and m
sured ELNES data was obtained with respect to the num
of maxima, the intensity ratios, and energy positions of
peaks. In studying YSZ we have demonstrated that the re
ation of defects plays an important role. Our calculatio
relate the detailed changes in the relaxed structure to
experimentally observed ELNES shapes and their varia
with Y2O3 content. Some residual differences between
periment and the calculated ELNES are likely to result fro
the soft-mode vibrations because, in EELS, there will be
essential difference for the static atomic displacements f
the dynamical case of thermal vibrations. The combinat
of ELNES with detailed theoretical modeling shows gre
potential for the characterization of doped metal oxides.
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